–Ann Öhrberg–The Power of Genre
and the Gendered Archive–

Crucial to the task of re-materializing the multiple contingencies of
history writing is the project of historicizing the emergence of state
and local archives; interrogating how archive logics work, what
subjects they produce, and which they silence in specific historical
1

and cultural contexts […].

–––––
We know that archives produce history and that they themselves
have a history. The last few decades of research have in different
ways demonstrated the importance of analysing archival structures, or of considering the sheer materiality of archives and the
mechanisms produced by them when it comes to historiography.
The appeal made in the quotation above could therefore seem
somewhat unnecessary, as scholars today are seldom naive when
it comes to the importance of these facts. On the other hand, the
archival mechanisms behind them are still in place, and in many
ways unexplored. Archives often contribute to the fact that women
or other marginalized groups to a large degree are absent from the
historiography of ‘Grand History’, and in this chapter some of the
consequences of archival structures and how they are formed by,
and generate, gender-blindness are discussed with a starting point in
the filing of texts written by women in eighteenth-century religious
archives. However, the discussions also concern how documents in
the archives can reveal resistance against the notions behind these
structures.
The chapter is made up of examples from the so-called Moravian
movement, one of many evangelical revivals in Early Modern time
that spread from Germany across Europe and its colonies. Wherever they went the Moravians formed archival collections that in
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some cases also were institutionalised as archives towards the
2
second half of the eighteenth century. These were an important
part of the Moravian earthly universe, as the Moravians during the
eighteenth century created a public space open to all members of
the Moravian church; this space also connected to a more general
public sphere in different ways through a variety of communicative
means and mediations of their message, for example in print or via
3
oral preaching.

Archives, gender and genre
To understand archival practices such as those developed in the
eighteenth century by the mobile, transnational, and sometimespersecuted Moravians, it can be fruitful to see archives as processes,
not as static, monolithic institutions. For the purpose of this chapter
the term ‘archival collection’ is therefore introduced to supplement
the term ‘archive’; the former term points towards collections that
are assembled with archival ambitions. Thus, the multifaceted significance and shifting demarcations are captured between the often
unorderly early modern collection, as ‘an archive in being’, and an
archive understood as a (seemingly) more fixed entity where documents are neatly filed and stored in a dedicated room or building,
4
entitled ‘archive’. It also emphasises the different status of the
eighteenth-century Moravian archival collections. For example, in
Sweden the Moravians where thoroughly monitored by the authorities and therefore ‘the archive’ during the first decades after the
movement had reached Sweden in the 1730s, up until about 1760,
took the form of manuscript collections (of letters, handwritten
collections of songs etc.) which, together with Moravian devotional
5
literature, were in the possession of different families.
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To open up the discussion on archives with regard to gender and
power, the orders of archives are seen in the following as effects
of what Eric Ketelaar calls the processes of “archivalization”.
Archivalization precedes archivization, and it is a process that is
socially and culturally determined, when conscious or unconscious
6
choices are made concerning what is selected for archiving. When
a document (or artefact) is chosen to be archived it is classified with
the purpose of being filed correctly, and this is the perhaps most
important fundamental aspect that makes up the order of archives.
I argue that two intertwined factors are a part of the processes of
archivalization: firstly, gender and, secondly, notions of “genre”.
Both factors are to be seen as crucial when it comes to how archives
create gendered history writing. Here I would like to introduce the
notion of genre in connection with the process of archivalization,
as genre is included in the process when choosing, classifying and
filing a document. I claim that this is especially relevant when it
comes to the Moravian archives as they contain not only legal documents, architectural drawings, accounts, lists of members and other
formal documents, but also Lebensläufe (memoirs), personal diaries,
letters, songs and theological texts and so forth, of which many are
attributed to individual authors.
When discussing genre, one has to consider the content of a
filed document, and this kind of knowledge about the material
that is archived has for obvious reasons always been essential for
archivists. For example, Cornelia Vismann discusses a new form of
education for archivists that emerged during the early modern era
in the German-speaking countries in connection to archival practices: “state practice” (Staatspraxis) then became a university subject,
and entailed the ability to handle documents according to rhetoric,
style and the matter at hand. The students not only learned how to
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handle files, via binding, stapling, and storing, but also additionally
were trained in how to read them. During the eighteenth century,
Vismann continues, the art of summarizing records became a new
subject for law students, as the sheer volume of files required this
7
skill. For the purpose of ordering and summarizing documents
one had to have some idea of the content – it was, and still is, the
foundation for classification.
In this chapter this knowledge is understood as entangled with
notions of genre. Genre as a concept is therefore not comprehended as an objective tool for classification, or as a static feature that
lies exclusively in the content of a document/text, i. e. as a positivistic generic characteristic that offers means for classification of
documents in an archive. Instead, genre is understood in a broad
contextualized and historicised sense, that is, as a mutable and
historically situated aspect of a text and the media that carries it.
This view enhances the notion of genre as an aspect that directs
the way in which we perceive and read a text in connection with
discursively formed prevailing ideas on for example style, aesthetic
ideals, what an author is and – in the case of the Moravian archives
– religious beliefs. The process also includes different ideological
apprehensions such as those regarding gender. Another way of
putting it is that genre is in the eye of the beholders, as the readers
or recipients read and understand a text on the basis of subjective,
prevailing, historically variable, notions of taste, history, memory,
identity, nation and so forth. Consequently, one could add that how
documents in an archive are ordered according to genre becomes a
process that in itself creates knowledge and therefore is also embedded in power dynamics.
Alastair Fowler recognises, in his influential study on genre (Kinds
of Literature, 1982), genres as something historically situated and
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changeable, and subjects of interpretation, building on the recip8
ients’ or readers’ competence and notions of them. One way of
analysing these aspects is to understand the way genre is communicated and perceived through paratexts. With the purpose of analysing how literary texts are conceived in connection with other texts
surrounding it, Gérard Genette introduced the term paratext in his
classical Seuils (Paratexts. Thresholds of Interpretation). The paratext
includes the so-called peritext, which guides the reading beforehand
through mediated signals as to how to conceive the text, as well as
9
the epitext, mediated information that comes ‘after’ a text. The paratext directs the attention of the reader for example when it comes
10
to constructions of “genre”. Genette’s approach to genre yields the
possibility of enhancing the fact that genre is historically changeable and something that is communicated, interpreted through,
and entangled with, materiality. However, Genette’s examples
concerns printed, fictional and/or poetical literature. Transferred
to the universe of files and handwritten, sometimes bureaucratic,
documents that make up an archive, I would like to draw attention
to such features as transcriptions, scribbles in the marginal, how the
files are ordered and catalogued, and the structure of archives and
so forth. Although certainly not a text in the way Genette would
define it, this also would include the buildings, rooms, coffins,
boxes or shelves in which an archive is stored, and additionally it
points towards the way an archive is set in a specific, geopolitically
charged place. My focus is how the archival order, and an archive
itself, becomes gendered through all of these features and how they
also are intertwined with notions of genre, i. e. where a document is
filed based on perceived knowledge of its content.
Classification and ordering can make a file and the text it carries
visible, just as it can hide it away. In the following I discuss how
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texts written by women are lost in archivalization and thus in archivization – and I argue that in the end this had consequences
when it came to the writing of Moravian history. However, I also
demonstrate how these texts, from another aspect, can nevertheless
be interpreted as means for authorization, and how they in different
ways offer resistance against the way they are filed. The texts date
from the mid-eighteenth century and are found in the Archives of
the Moravian Church of the British Province (London) and the
Swedish archive Evangeliska Brödraförsamlingens arkiv (Stockholm), and are discussed with attention to the way they are archived
and imbedded in archival paratexts, in relation to their content.
Moreover, the examples concern texts written by women, and filed
in the archives under the heading “memoirs” (Swedish levnadslopp,
German Lebenslauf). In focus are three interrelated questions: How
can the importance of genre be understood in connection with archival practices and archive materiality in these specific examples?
Are there any discrepancies between content and the way the texts
are classified? How is gender produced through these practices?

The Moravian archives
”Ich bin ein ganz aparter Freund von Documenten” (I am a very
special friend of documents.). The quotation is taken from the first
leader and leading theologian of the Moravian Church: the German
11
count Nikolaus Ludwig von Zinzendorf. From the beginning of
the movement, in the late 1720s, he initiated the collecting and ordering of documents, and in the mid 1730s an archivist was appointed; at this time, it is assumed that the archival collection was stored
in Zinzendorf’s own estate. The safety of this archival collection was
a problem; in 1742 the documents were kept in two chests so that
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they could be hastily transported if necessary. (As the collection was
in constant movement, when it followed Zinzendorf on his travels,
it caused problems for the persons responsible for its preservation
and order.) This first Moravian archival collection toured to various
places during the eighteenth century, before it became institutionalised as the so-called Unitätsarchiv that was founded in Herrnhut
in the early nineteenth century. Here it is held still today, contained
12
in the same building since 1890. During its first 240 years of existence the keepers of this archival collection and later on archive were
men – an interesting fact to bear in mind considering the egalitar13
ian ideals that characterised the movement. Alongside the main
archival collection funded by Zinzendorf, others were established
as the movement spread throughout the world.
The Moravian archival practices sprang from a combination of
practical necessity and religious belief. As mission and travelling lay
in the very core of the movement the Moravians needed to uphold
communication networks, and in addition they had to secure this
infrastructure, as the movement was persecuted or monitored in
many countries. Texts that were seen as important for the movement
as a whole were copied and sent to the different congregations,
and to a large degree to the archival mother ship: the Zinzendorf
14
archival collection. Therefore there is today a large collection that
concerns Sweden and Swedes in the main Moravian archive, the
Unitätsarchiv in Herrnhut, as well as vast collections from other
parts of the world.
Some main reasons for the Moravian and Zinzendorf’s keen
interest in archiving can be identified. The first is connected to
Zinzendorf himself: he was a nobleman from the German countries,
which meant that the family already kept a Hausarchiv, but he also
was trained in legal matters before he became the leader of the
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Moravian Church, and therefore had professional knowledge of
archiving. Furthermore, Zinzendorf was a former pupil of Herman
Francke in the Pietist school in Halle and had been inspired by the
way in which the Halle Pietists organised their communicative base
15
through an archive in combination with a print shop and a library.
Other reasons had to do with the infrastructure of the Moravian
community, which as mentioned was transnational and therefore
needed to create internal and stable communicative structures for
the purpose of assembling, storing and forwarding information.
The movement also had the purpose of spreading the message to
wider circles of presumed followers all over the world. Lastly, the
archival practices were loaded with religious importance, as the
texts in the archives became one of the main sources when creating
and maintaining faith. Another quotation from Zinzendorf can
illuminate this understanding of the archive as being loaded with
spiritual meaning, when the notion of archive shifts to become a
bridge between this world and the next: “so ist eine jede Gemeine
so ein Archivgen, wo man die Acten und records von Gottes Sinn
16
und Reden nach schlagen kan.” The congregations themselves
here becomes archives, which file and record God’s words and
will. One aspect of this is also that during the eighteenth century
the Moravians believed that God could act through the different
members and that their words therefore could even constitute ad17
ditions to the Christian canon. Every single sermon, Lebenslauf,
song or letter could have enormous religious significance and was
therefore worth saving. In addition, the early Moravian movement
was characterised by experience, not intellectual distance. Paul Peucker formulates the consequences of this for the eighteenth-century
Moravian archives: “Instead of writing theological books, they [the
18
Moravians] kept archives.” From a gender perspective, it is nota-
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ble that these kinds of assimilated experiences and wordings could
19
come from the female members. The archives were in this respect
soul catchers that aimed not only at collecting administrative data
on the congregation, or of its members – the outer persons, but also
on the inner persons. All this additionally pointed towards posterity and the writing of history, when the Moravians aimed at writing
20
themselves into Christian history as legitimate God’s children.
During the eighteenth century the Moravian archival collections
had a steady inflow of documents, and as indicated many of them
bear witness to the movement’s organisational and missionizing
ambitions, and the Moravian sisters and brothers produced vast
amounts of texts. Consequently, the archival collections came to
contain religious songs, occasional poetry, sermons, Lebenslauf,
theological texts, travel journals, letters, accounts, individual and
congregational diaries and so on. In the Moravian archives of today
there are many documents produced by or concerning women, and
several traces of women in the archives bear witness to the significance of their activity during the eighteenth century. The main
reason was that women in the Moravian movement, as mentioned,
had comparatively privileged positions during the eighteenth century due to the egalitarian ideals that guided the movement as a
consequence of its radical interpretations of the Lutheran precept
of vocation. Another important factor was the thought that women
had the ability to express their conversions in sincere and emotionally charged wordings. Moravian women therefore held commissions of trust and were missionaries or preachers (although only for
other women), and texts by female authors were to a high degree
incorporated in the Moravian canon of texts (especially regarding
21
Lebensläufe and songs) and thus collected in the archives. However, the equality between men and women within the Moravian
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movement had its limitations, and the idea of female participation
and equality was not driven too far, as the examples elaborated on
here will demonstrate.

The filing of Lebenslauf
The examples analysed concerns texts filed as Lebenslauf (German),
memoirs (English) or levnadslopp (Swedish). These Lebensläufe,
which represent a large quantity in the archives, are filed in the same
way in the Moravian archives, regardless of where these archives
are situated in the world, under headings that mark that these texts
contains personal accounts, or life-stories, with a more or less large
section devoted to the conversion and other spiritual aspects.
The practice of producing Lebenslauf for each member was a heritage from earlier Pietism. It was introduced among the Moravians in
the middle of the eighteenth century, and the purpose of writing (or
in some cases dictate) a Lebenslauf was that it should be read aloud
22
at the funeral. The Lebensauf accounts were also among the texts
that could be circulated within the movement. In addition, we find
some copies of Lebensläufe re-produced in Congregation diaries, as
the text was read aloud not only at the funeral, but also sometimes
during a gathering to mark the memory and the loss of a departed
sister or brother. These multi-functional texts could also be read as
devotional literature, as they reflected the process of salvation for
the individual soul, or the Lebenslauf could be used as an account
of a positive exemplum (a role model). Furthermore, they served
as important sources when the Moravian historiographers began
writing the history of the movement towards the latter part of the
eighteenth century. Memoirs written by Moravian women have
therefore been discussed from many aspects in earlier research: as
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religious literature, private confessions, as testimonies of women’s
23
lives, and as pedagogical texts. Here, however, the texts at hand
are analysed from the perspective of history writing, that is, how
24
the Lebenslauf could be used to write history. (This aspect is of
course also visible in Lebensläufe written by male authors. However,
the relational aspect of gender that could be illuminated through a
comparison between male and female authors cannot be elaborated
on within the scope of this chapter.)
The examples concern firstly an American sister and secondly a
Swedish sister, and the texts are filed in the catalogue over Lebenslauf
in the Moravian archives of London (“Memoirs”) and Stockholm
(“Levnadslopp”) respectively. The American Martha Nyberg, nee
Bryant (1724?–1803) was born in America, but of French-Huguenot
descendance, and she married the Swedish priest Lars Thortensson
Nyberg (1720–1792) in 1745. Martha Nyberg and her husband
went on numerous travels, and the couple were active in many
congregations to which they were sent, first in America, then in
25
Great Britain. Additionally a Swedish sister is introduced. Ulrika
Eleonora Strömfelt (1722–1798) was a noble woman from one of the
pioneering Moravian households in Sweden: the Strömfelt family.
Together with three of her familial sisters, Ulrika Eleonora Strömfelt
became very active in the Swedish movement, especially during its
first formative years from 1738 until the 1760s. These four sisters are
often referred to collectively as the Strömfelt sisters in sources and
Church history; they never married but instead they devoted their
26
whole lives to their religious calling. Both Strömfelt and Nyberg
were active in the Moravian international community in different
ways, and they both knew leading members of the movement, including Zinzendorf. Through the Stammbuch (personal guestbook)
of Ulrika Eleonora Strömfelt, we also know that their paths crossed
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when the Nybergs came to Sweden in the 1770s and were invited in
27
1776 to stay at an estate owned by the Strömfelt sisters.
When it comes to Lebensläufe concerning female married Moravians, they are – as far as I have seen – filed under their name as
married with no cross-references to maiden name, and the same
goes for Nyberg’s memoirs, and other documents concerning her;
nothing can be found if one searches for her maiden name in the cat28
alogues. Martha Nyberg’s memoirs found in the London archive
are not written in her own hand, and an annotation at the top of the
first page states that it is a copy that belonged to one A. C. Hasse;
a heading refers to his “Book of Materials for Memoirs” with an
subtitle stating: “Some few remarkable Events in the Course of Life
of Martha Nyberg”. This is apparently a copy of the original manu29
script. Hasse, or Hassé was a nineteenth-century Moravian bishop
and a historiographer of the English Moravian church. There are
some corrections of spelling in the manuscript, and a few marginal
annotations, written in the same hand as in the rest of the text, some
of them clarifying facts (such as names, dates and places), some
giving references to appropriate Bible passages or other comments.
It is unclear whether these marginal annotations were written by
Hassé or by Nyberg herself. The transcription is not a fair copy, but
nevertheless it has probably been incorporated in more than one
archive, or collection, although the original has been lost, or simply
purged from the London archive after the nineteenth century.
One probable explanation is that this Moravian collection had
been cleansed at one time or another. Like many other archival collections funded during the early modern era, ambitious archivists
cleansed the Moravian collections in the 1760s, and the cleansing
continued into the early nineteenth century when the central
Moravian archives were established in a more organised way. A
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main reason for this purging was an ambition to erase a part of the
movement’s history, when language and practices used during the
midst century were taken too far in the eyes of a later generation
30
Moravians during the so-called “Sifting Time”. Ambitious archivists even made changes in the filed documents to erase information, for the purpose of laying the foundation for a new, adjusted
31
history writing. However, it should be noted that this process also
coincides with general tendencies in the Western world when archives were ordered in accordance with scientific, historiographical,
and male-gendered new principles that came to rule processes of
32
archivization.
Furthermore, Nyberg’s text has not been found in any of the major
archives (in America and Germany), which could indicate that it is
a text of less interest to the movement at large. However, her memoirs were obviously assigned some importance by Hassé, perhaps
as they reveal facts about the Moravian history in Great Britain.
Unfortunately, a pamphlet written by him on the Moravian history
in England ends in 1742 does not include the Nyberg couple, as their
33
activity in congregations in Great Britain began in the 1750s.
One very brief part of Martha Nyberg’s memoirs is dedicated to
the subject of salvation and faith. But the main part regards her
travels, her meetings with influential Moravians, and the state of
affairs in the congregations where she and her husband are ordered
to work. Through her memoirs we can extract a story that enhances
her husband’s contributions to the movement, but not least this
autobiography stresses her own importance for Moravianism from
the very first years as an adherent, and later as a member.
When Martha Nyberg is 21 years old, the memoir tells us, she
spends time with Zinzendorf and his daughter, who then are visiting
America: “In the year 1741 Count Zinzendorff & the Benigna [his
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daughter, married de Watteville] came to New York. They spoke
34
often with five of us in particular”. Martha Nyberg marks here
that she has a special position, as she has been chosen to be one
of a close circle that was to receive the Moravian message by none
other than Zinzendorf himself. Further on, after her marriage, the
memoirs tell a story of a successful and diligent couple, and how
she and her husband serve the movement. Wherever this couple
goes faith prospers, and matters are organized in efficient ways.
In 1750 the couple was summoned by Zinzendorf to go from Bethlehem, America to London, the purpose being to meet him there. A
laborious crossing of the Atlantic detained them, and they instead
ended up going to Herrnhut in Germany, to meet influential and
governing members of the congregation. Here the Nybergs spent a
year training for their task of establishing or consolidating congregations in England, Wales and Ireland: “we had an opportunity of
improving our knowledge of the affairs of the Kingdom of our Lord
relative to our future plan, and also of forming an acquaintance
35
with many valuable Brn [Brethren] & Srs [Sisters].” After being
sent to the Dublin congregation, and working some time there, the
Nybergs received a new calling and were sent to Bristol, where they
spent seven years. The memoirs here offer an example of the way
the role of this couple is described:
From there [Dublin] we were called to Bristol; arriving April 28.
1756 when we spent almost seven blessed Years, notwithstanding
the care of presenting that Estate for the Congn [Congregation],
repairing the Houses, building the Chapel there, and also that in
Kingswood; as well as providing every thing necessary for housekeeping, for hitherto the Labourers boarded with a Br [Brother] &
Sr [Sisters] which was not convenient, as there was now a Congn
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[Congregation], settled. But the loving & hearty Spirit, which prevailed at that time among the Brn & Ss together with the continued
increase of both Congn [Congregation] & Society, made it lively &
36

encouraging. [Underlining in the original.]

Both spiritually and practically the Nyberg’s seem to have been
successful, as they appear to be of great importance for the consolidation of this congregation. Of interest is also the choice of
pronouns in the memoires, as shown in this quotation. When describing how the couple is “called” by the main congregation (and
God) the pronoun is in the first person, but plural, not singular:
“we were called”. In other words, both Martha and her husband
receives a calling, a fact that can be explained by the radical interpretation on the Lutheran thoughts on calling that permeated
the Moravian movement – here concerning gender. In this respect
Martha Nyberg’s memoirs bear witness to her self-confidence with
regard to her importance as a diaspora worker.
When Martha Nyberg had passed away a devotional text was
found in her belongings: “ Thoughts on the Cross of Christ”. This
text is written in the same hand as her memoirs, and comes directly
after it on the same sheet, but there are no amendments or marginal notations in this part of the manuscript. A paratext marks its
genre: it is said to comprise some “Meditations”, “found amongst
37
her [Nyberg’s] papers”. All this reveal Nyberg as the author. The
status of the text, why it originally was written, is not stated clearly
in the paratext or actual text. However, when reading it, we find
that the wordings reveal an ambition to discuss the subject at hand
on a more abstract and general level rather than just to guide a soul
through the stages of introspective meditation or to transmit experiences of such a meditation. In the preliminary part the purpose
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and subject are defined, and the importance of this is underlined:
“ There is no subject of more weight, or more worthy of employing our thoughts and consideration”. The text continues with an
elaboration on this statement, emphasising its importance: it is said
that although God and his Angels esteem this, the same does not
apply to mankind. The text is interpolated with exclamations that
stress this message but does not contain the often-used Moravian
metaphors that were used to create faith through experiences of the
38
suffering of Christ. Instead, this text reflects how this is supposed
to be achieved. Judging from its content, this is not a devotional
text, but rather an intellectual, and theologically charged reflection.
Of interest here is the way in which this text is copied and filed
together with the memoirs, thereby attaching it as a recording of
Martha Nyberg’s private life. Further-more there is no separate reference or cross-reference to this text in the catalogue. The way this
text is filed relegates Nyberg’s “ Thoughts” to her private sphere, or
life-story, which in many ways diminishes its importance, regardless
of what the text communicates.
Archival collections from the Swedish Moravian eighteenth-century movement are spread across many Swedish memory institutions;
a large bulk is however still in the possession of the modern heirs of
the eighteenth-century congregation, in the archive of Evangeliska
brödraförsamlingen in Stockholm. The Strömfelt sisters resided near
Stockholm, so documents concerning them are partly to be found
there. In the case of Ulrika Eleonora Strömfelt, one of her texts
is filed under the heading memoirs (in Swedish “Levnadslopp”). In
the main Moravian archive, das Unitätsarchiv in Herrnhut, we find
a number of documents concerning the Strömfelt sisters, for example letters and some religious songs. However, there is no copy
of Ulrika Eleonora Strömfelt’s text, “Fröken Ulricka Strömfelts
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Berettelse”, which could be an indication that her story was not circulated within the movement, or that it was purged from the main
archive later. The latter is probable, as the Strömfelt sisters were
39
seen as problematic after the 1760s. The Ulrika Eleonora Strömfelt
document is somewhat hard to find in the Stockholm archive as
it is not included in file 91, which has her name on the back of the
document case; instead Strömfelt’s text is found in file 95, which is
marked: Memoirs of brothers and sisters belonging to the society
of Stockholm from Riben to Åkerblad (“Levnadslopp över Syskon
tillhörande Stockholmssocieteten från Riben t och med Åkerblad”).
However, the most interesting thing is that this text is not a Lebenslauf, as the filing would indicate. Instead, it is some sort of history
writing, as is clearly indicated by its content. A paratext on the first
page of the document points to this: Miss Ulricka Strömfelt’s Story
40
(“Fröken Ulricka Strömfelts Berettelse”). This title diverges from
the general pattern of labelling Lebensläufe as memories (in Swedish
levnadslopp) and shows that this is Strömfelt’s story not about herself, but about something else.
When reading the text, one soon discovers that all the normal
features of the Moravian Lebenslauf are absent, and there are for
example no emotional descriptions of inner struggles and salvation.
Instead, it is a sober historical account of how Pietism, followed by
Moravianism, found its way to Sweden. Consequently, the text is not
primarily written in the first person singular, and there is no “I” in
the narrative, although in one passage a possessive pronoun is used,
and that is when Strömfelt briefly describes the role her own family
played in Swedish Moravianism when they went to Livonia (present41
day southern Estonia and northern Latvia) in 1738. Ulrika Eleonora
was not aboard this ship however, so the story of this voyage is retold. This account is found elsewhere in contemporary sources as
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well as in later Church history, but in a more elaborated form, and it
42
also became a part of Swedish Moravian historiography. However,
as the Strömfelt story has been filed as a Lebenslauf, there is a risk that
it has been misread – or not read at all during later centuries. If we
search for Ulrika Eleonora or her sisters in the Moravian archives, no
documents are found that date from the second half of the eighteenth
century. As mentioned, after the turn of the century the Strömfelt
sisters became the subjects of rather pejorative descriptions as being
smitten by the emotional storms that swept through the movement
43
during the above-mentioned Sifting Time. This could be one explanation for the circumstance that all traces of them cease in the
Moravian Archives, as documents concerning them could have been
the subjects of the archival purging mentioned above.

–––––
Two important questions remain: What was removed from these
archives? How were these two women included in Moravian history
writing? A fundamental aspect is of course the fact that these texts
and others like them were filed with disrespect to the original genre.
The history writing of female authors was sparsely incorporated in
the official history writings of the Moravian church, when several
books were printed and made public from the second half of the
century and onwards. Women are seldom mentioned in these sto44
ries on Moravianism, with only a few exceptions, and when they
are mentioned their memoirs have often served as sources of information. Thus, women become the objects of the Moravian History,
not subjects. In later years research has seen a change, however, and
we now have descriptions of the importance of female activity as
well as editions of diaries or Lebenslauf written by female Moravian
45
authors.
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When it comes to Nyberg and Strömfelt it is notable that they
use, or even claim history or theological writing as genres for their
enterprises. However, it is hard to find their texts if we look in the archives for texts concerning history or theology from this viewpoint,
considering the ways the texts are filed. Through the conception of
Lebenslauf as a genre in combination with notions on gender, the texts
analysed here are attached to Nyberg and Strömfelt as individuals,
and associated with their private and also inner lives. Nevertheless,
these texts bear witness to female authorisation, and their authors’
attempts to write themselves into a more official discourse.
During the nineteenth century some of the Moravian Lebenslauf
accounts were chosen and published in print, thus celebrating the
lives, achievements and memories of Moravian men and in a few
cases women; this framed in a new way how they became canonised
as parts of the Moravian movement or even general church history.
This coincided with changes in the Western world on different levels:
shifts occur regarding gender, religion, and history. Towards the end
of the eighteenth century earlier research regarding women’s position in European Moravian congregations shows that women after
46
this time lost influence on both a formal and an informal level. This
change coincides with the above-mentioned changes in society at
large when women in many ways were excluded from the new public
47
sphere. The Moravian archives were in many ways inclusive when
it came to archiving documents concerning female members, but
nevertheless its order set up borders for the use of women’s texts in
more prestigious contexts, as the texts discussed here demonstrate
that not only women but also files concerning them came to be relegated to the private – not the public – sphere.
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